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The passages in this book have been designed to closely resemble official MCAT Verbal passages.

This volume includes fourteen 60-minute, full-length practice MCAT Verbal Exams in official MCAT

format, 560 MCAT Verbal questions in total, 2,240 detailed explanations for all answer choices, and

14 tear-out answer sheets.
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The verbal section of the MCAT is about practice. Add this baby in with computer based practice.

Just keep practicing and honestly you can do well or do better. I got accepted and you can too.

It's not bad for practicing your timing going through the passages but the EK method for going

through the passage based questions didn't really work for me when I tried them on non-EK verbal

practice sections. I found that the real MCAT didn't phrase the questions the same way as EK did,

which makes their method not very useful for answering questions on the actual exam.

Best way to study for MCAT verbal is to pretty read passages and do questions. This book has a

good amount of passages but still not enough but the difficulty is a little higher which is a plus during

MCAT prep I believe. Recommended!



I just got this book. Can anyone (seriously) explain the "raw score conversion" on page 443. This

indicates that a score of 60 corresponds to a '15', a score of 37-40 corresponds to '8'. There are

only 40 questions in a single test. There are no additional instructions or explanations regarding this

conversion system. Either this whole page is an error, or I am missing something so obvious that I

don't even deserve to take the MCAT.

This was by far the best practice book I came across for the New MCAT's Verbal Reasoning

section. There is a lot of material in this book, which should keep most people occupied and

satisfied throughout their preparation.

This book didn't help me that much with my verbal score. I think honestly that verbal is something

you have to work at for years in preparation for the MCAT. Read, read, read from many types of

writing. This is something I wish I did more of throughout college. MCAT format is changing so this

book will probably be obsolete anyway. With that said, I didn't find any other verbal book that was

any better.

Has errors and poor choice of questions/answers. The book is riddled with errors, including the first

set of answers, which distracts a lot from studying efforts. AAMC practice exams will be much more

helpful for working with passages. Cheers

This book is good for practicing the timing and other verbal strategies such as gathering the main

ideas and predicting, but that is all this book is good for. There are many typos including labeling

correct answers as incorrect and then later labeling them as correct in another place. The reasoning

for some of the question's correct and incorrect answers is weak at best. Contrary to what the book

will tell you the questions are not on par with the ones seen on actual AAMC exams. The questions

in this book tend to be much more ambiguous often with answers only faintly supported by reason.
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